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Below Elementary Merge
an iPad Game on the Acquisition of PP-recursion

Tom Roeper & Bart Hollebrandse 
University of Massachusetts Amherst ; University of Groningen 

Participants
174 Dutch children

age-range: 3 – 11 years

72 Dutch adults

Zet de leeuw naast de aap naast de zebra.
Put the lion next to the monkey next to the zebra

Zet de leeuw naast de aap en naast de zebra.
Put the lion next to the monkey next to the zebra

2 readings:

Conjuction or Recursion

Initial hypothesis:
the child starts out with the less complex Form Conjuction

(Arsenivic & Hinzen, 2012)

which is Elementary Merge (Chomsky)

then moves on to the more resctrictive Recursion!
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PROPOSAL
Below Elementary Merge : The LIST reading

Properties: 
linguistically pure externalization
lacks cognitively any commitment to order
like a shopping list (butter, bread, tomatoes)

Serious Gaming at NEMO Science Museum

Participants were asked to help a zookeeper to bring the animals to their homes.
The instructions consisted out of the test sentences. There were 16 test sentences
equally divided over case with and and without and.
Participants also got crash-courses on Linguistics and Recursion. 

Participants response broken down
by Recursive and Conjuncitive order
by age-groups for naast ‘next’ with
‘and’.

Participants response broken down
by Recursive and Conjuncitive order
by age-groups for naast ‘next’ without 
‘and’.
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Put the lion next to the monkey next to the zebra

Results show the 2 patterns:

CONJUNCTION                RECURSION 

Results
1. many conjunctions (EXPECTED)
2. more recursion in without ‘and’ (EXPECTED)

HOWEVER

Surprisingly younger kid (3-4) 
tend to give what looks like a recursive pattern.
BUT they give the order, given in the experiment (lion,
monkey, zebra), kind of ignoring the Ps.  

CONCLUSION
We have discovered an unstructured or un-merged string. 
This is an early step in the developmental path of recursion
in natural language. 

DISCUSSION
Follow-up studies indicate:

LIST reading patterns follow the order given in the test sentences
NOT the visual order given in the Game
Huizinga (2018); Stegeman (2018)


